
Supersonic Lapping Machine

New Laptron 35 Added to the Pioneer Laptron Supersonic Series !

Light and slim handtool measuring 23φ in dimeter.
Comfortable to hold even by women and highly workable.

▲Lapping super-minute areas with
   ceramic superstone.

▲Lapping minute areas after heatsinking
   with a metal bond-diamond tip.

The tip can be easily attached and detached. 
It comes with a diverse lineup of material 
quality and tip size, and is especially superior 
in Lapping and grinding with super stone.

●

● It is capable of high-precision, quick finishing 
of the rib, slit, oddly shaped holes or any 
minute areas. Output adjustments remain 
simple, and since no heat is generated, it 
allows safe and comfortable work conditions.

Easily actualizes micron level precision.
The fine tip doesn't generate heat and easily laps even extremely narrow areas (0.3mm).



Supersonic Lapping Machine

❶ Power unit
❷ Tip case
❸ Holder
❹ Foot switch
❺ Hand tool
❻ Input cord
❼ Fastening jig
❽ Tip fastening /1set
❾ Attached tips/1set

❶ Ruby Tips ❷ Brass tips ❸ Wood tips(hard) ❹ Wood tips(soft)

❺ Tips for chasing ❻ Ceramic-superstone tips（flat）

❼ Ceramic-superstone tips（round）

❶ Metal bond diamond tips(round) ❷ Electrode diamond tips

❸ Metal bond diamond tips(tapered 0.5 ㎜ thickness) 

❹ Metal bond diamond tips(0.7 ㎜ thickness) 

❺ Metal bond diamond tips(0.5 ㎜ thickness) 

●Configuration

SPECIFICATIONS

●ASSORTED STANDARD TIPS We have a wide choice of standard chips to deal with various types of lapping 
from aluminum molds and copper base alloy molds to hard metal molds.

：AC100V 、50 / 60Hz、50VA
：15W max 22KHz 4-stage selection
：260(W)×185(D)×110(H)mm
：approx. 4kg
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2-21-4 Hatagaya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo,151-0072, Japan
TEL : 81-3-3376-3464       FAX : 81-3-3374-0346
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sanwa.shoko@nifty.com

http://www.sanwashoko.co.jp

The specifications and the external shape may change without  advance notice due to revisions and enhancement of the product.
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